
Dungeon Crawl Classics           AMP
Random Encounters – Rules + 5 pcs of specials      https://knightsinthenorth.blog

This document contains my rules for wilderness encounters, and a number of special situations to 
put your players through (skip to page 3 for the exciting stuff).

Wilderness Encounters in a Weird World

Sometimes you need to get the party from point A to point B, but there’s a whole bunch of trees,
fields, mountains and eldritch ruins in the way, and it just doesn’t feel right to skip ahead.

What I usually do, is measure the distance in days traveled, and make the lead character roll a
check  for  each week traveled,  against  the  following table  of  difficulties.  They may use  their
highest ability bonus as a modifier.

Area traveled Check DC

Near a town, well traveled route 5

Away from civilization, well traveled route 10

In the wilderness 15

Deep in the wilds 20
Table 1: Random encounter check DC

Then, assuming they fail, roll on a random encounter table. Below is an example random
encounter table that I used in a recent campaign, with a little additional commentary:

D20 Result

1 “Have you come to pray at the statue?”: See below.

2 Merchant  caravan: Sell  the characters  basic  stuff  at  inflated prices,  or  really
interesting stuff at very low prices! Usually the latter freaks everyone out too
much for them to buy anything.

3 Wolves: tracks, a sighting, an attack, whatever fits the pace of the session.

4 Bandits: a sighting, an ambush, threats, whatever fits!

5 “Chester”: See below.

6 Monster sighting: Use a creature fitting to the terrain; if in doubt use trolls for
any terrain. Again, tracks, sighting, attack, whatever the session needs.

7 Bad weather: Rain, sleet, snow, depending on the season and the region. Either
slow travel  down,  or  force  the  players  to  figure  out  how they  camp and
survive, effecting a small penalty [-2] to all checks if they’re stupid.

8 A still pond: It’s just a pond. And it’s still. 

9 Standing stones: Just a bunch of stones, standing around in a circle. 
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10 “The Wizard Wagon”: See below.

11 Abandoned campsite: DC 15 search check to find random equipment*.

12 Prepared Campsite: Some shelter, potable water, firewood. 

13 Dead travelers: 1d4 commoner corpses;  a  DC 18 search check reveals  some
useful equipment*.

14 A destroyed (1d4)… 
 1. Cart: DC 20 search check to find random supplies*.
 2. Wagon: DC 15 search check to find random equipment*.
 3. Caravan: DC 10 search check to find any random item, can be rolled
    multiple times and characters can spend time searching*.
 4. Carriage: DC 15 search check to find minor magic items, valuables or
    money*.

15 “Faerie Lights”: see below.

16 Bandits and a caravan: A battle, a negotiation, or just traces of an altercation.
Whatever the situation calls for.

17 Wolves and travelers: An ongoing struggle or the aftermath of a conflict. If in
doubt roll 50/50 to see which side is winning or won already.

18 A clear night: The sky is cloudless, the stars shine down, there’s no wind. 

19 An adventurer like you: Roll 50/50 to figure out whether the adventurer is alive
or dead. Roll to determine class, level equals the highest level of the party.
Adventurer is equipped fitting to class, with a low chance for a minor magic
item on them.*

20 “The Knight and the Wyvern”: see below.

* I usually use the d100 option on the equipment tables previously published on KitN. 
Magic items and other valuables are obviously Judge’s discretion only.

Table 2: Some Random Random Encounters

As the campaign unfolds and play progresses, I usually remove and replace everything
that’s already been encountered with new keywords to avoid running into repeat events.
Always make sure that around 20% of the keywords are something interesting and weird,
and that about 60% of the encounters are nothing particularly dangerous or exciting.

The keywords and events are usually used just to spice up play, and to add to the session:
if  the session needs a little action, the keyword means conflict,  and if  everyone is just
eagerly speeding towards the next delve, the nights are uneventful.

Since the check is rolled just once per week (or shorter period) traveled, the event should
be seeded to a suitable point in the journey. A lot of this simply comes down to the artistry
of Judging, and as such, the above table should be taken as inspiration rather than rule.
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A List of Interesting Events

1. “Have you come to pray at the statue?”

“As you traverse the countryside, an elated ululation reaches your ears from a nearby meadow. As you
carefully peer over the bushes by the side of the road, you see a motley gathering of colorful figures around a

massive carven statue, dancing awkwardly and singing in strange, high-pitched tones. 

The statue seems ancient, and it is clear that the group gathered on the meadow has recently cleared the area
of underbrush and old vegetation. 

There are people of all ages here, and everyone is dressed in multi-coloured fabrics, if indeed wearing
anything at all. The sound of tambourines, drums and flutes fills the air, in a cacophony of dissonance.

The sound seems to lull your wariness momentarily, and you snap out of your reverie when a young, bald
man dressed in purple and orange addresses you: “Hello travelers. Have you come to pray at the statue?”.”

The group gathered at the statue is a nomadic cult of the Armless God, an antediluvian deity
almost forgotten by modern worshipers. The cult travels the world, stopping at ancient holy sites,
guided by the leylines connecting these locations. The cultists are friendly and welcoming to the
characters, as long as no physical or magical aggression is directed towards them. 

They offer the travelers food and shelter at their camp, and may even have some small goods or
supplies for sale. The cult consists of 2d4 acolytes and around 50 commoners (see pgs. 432 and 434
of the DCC Rulebook for rules), with simple tents and hand carts for travel. 

The  statue  at  the  center  of  the  meadow  depicts  a  roughly-hewn  male  figure,  dressed  in  the
raiments of a king, with a five pronged crown upon his head. A closer inspection reveals that the
statue clearly lacks arms, with only worn stumps where these appendages should be.

As the evening draws on, the celebration around the statue does not seem to die down. On the
contrary, the pulse of the beat reaches feverish heights and the dancers show no signs of tiring.
Curious characters will be offered herb-infused wine from dark, leathery wineskins, and will be
asked to join the celebration, or “prayer” as the cultists describe their activity. 

If characters partake, they should roll a Ref, Fort and Will save (one of each, DC 12 for all), and the
Judge should consult the below table for results. Characters not taking part in the celebrations
enjoy a surprisingly calm night in the camp, and everyone wakes up in the morning, finding that
the cult is gone from the camp and the meadow.
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Save results Effect

All saves passed

“As the dance and the music reaches a new crescendo, the cultists descend upon
you as a mob of hard hands and reaching fingers. Acting as a single entity, they
begin pulling your arms apart, and in a mist of excruciating pain you feel your
body being rent asunder. 

After what seems like a red eternity, you realize that you are dancing alone around
the statue, armless and bleeding, in the darkness. Then everything fades and you
black out.”

Armless God’s Chosen:  The character’s arms are blackened and bruised
permanently  from  the  shoulders  down,  causing  no  ill  effect  beyond  a
cosmetic change. All of their saves are increased by +3 permanently,  d3
points of Luck are restored, and they are forever haunted by dreams of the
Armless God, beckoning them to bring back the rule of the Old Kings.

Fort and Agi passed,
Will failed

“You  dance  and  dance,  reveling  in  the  company  of  your  fellow  worshipers.
Eventually your endless dervish pirouettes make you black out, but you feel like the
mass of people around you keeps spinning you nonetheless.”

The Marauder:  The character wakes up confident  and well-rested,  with
new purpose in their stride. Their movement speed is increased by +5’, and
when traveling on foot  they often find themselves humming an ancient
marching song in a strange, archaic note. 

Will and Agi passed,
Fort failed

“You join the  chaos  around you,  dancing nimbly  through the  throng.  As  you
dance, the strange notes of the song filling your head begin to make sense. The
revelations therein make your mind reel at the implications of a strange past. You
fall to an uneasy trance as you dance, eventually drifting off.”

The Diplomat:  The character gains an innate understanding of languages
and histories (usable 3/day, as result 18-19 in  Comprehend Languages,  pg.
136 of the DCC rulebook). Additionally, they find themselves often using
archaic and strange metaphors and parables when speaking any language.

Fort and Will passed,
Agi failed “You find it hard to join the swirling mass around the statue, and stay on the

outer rim of the circling celebration. Eventually, your eyes drift towards the head
of the statue at the center of the maelstrom. 

You feel as though the pitted eyes look back at you, gripping your mind with a
steely gaze. You feel held, the blackness of the statue’s eyes expanding to fill your
dreamless sleep.”

The Guardian: The character finds that they need less sleep and can notice
details  easier than before.  Character can sustain themselves with only 4
hours  of  sleep  each  night,  and  they  gain  a  +2  bonus  to  all  perception
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checks. They are also affected by a strange pareidolia: the symbol of the
five-pronged crown of the Old Kings seems to appear in the most mundane
situations around them (like tree bark, clouds, or star constellations).

Fort save passed, 
Agi and Will failed

“You drink the wine heartily, and it both invigorates you and eases your pain, but
the  dance  seems  confusing  and  fast,  and  the  music  hurts  your  mind.  With
relaxation drifting into your joints, you return to your bed and sleep peacefully.”

Sleep of the hardy:  All HP damage is healed overnight and the character
gains  a  permanent  +1  to  their  Fort  save.  During  the  next  week,  the
character  dreams  of  endless  marching  under  the  rule  of  a  cruel  but
charismatic king.

Agi save passed, 
Fort and Will failed

“The dance is unlike anything you’ve ever been a part of, but you tire fast and the
world  starts  spinning.  You  rest  for  a  while,  and  fall  asleep  near  the  dancing
throng, in the shadow of the grim statue.”

Sleep of the dancer: All HP damage is healed overnight, and the character
gains a permanent +1 to their Ref save. During the next week, the character
dreams of heinous but ingenious assassinations, done to expand an ancient
kingdom and prolong its rule.

Will save passed, 
Agi and Fort failed

“You join the circle of feverish movement with purpose and celerity, but quickly
tire and stumble to the side of the meadow. Out of breath, with throbbing pain in
your sides, you rest a while and fall asleep, dreaming of spiraling shapes on the
inside of your eyelids.”

Sleep of the wise:  All HP damage is healed overnight, and the character
gains  a  permanent  +1  to  their  Will  save.  During  the  next  week,  the
character  dreams  of  acting  as  a  competent  advisor  to  a  failing  line  of
ancient monarchs.

All saves failed

“The wine makes you drowsy, the music hurts your ears, and the torches are like
pinpricks in your tired eyes. You retire early, and sleep until the morning.”

Whiff: Nothing happens, just a normal night like any other.

Table 3: The Armless God’s Dance

All events in the camp and the ritual site are personal, and if the party sets guards or watchers,
they notice nothing out of the ordinary happening. Characters who join the revels disappear into
the crowd, and are found the next morning, physically unscathed. The guards themselves nod off
before dawn, just long enough for the cult to move along before they wake.
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5. “Chester”

“Pushing through a thicket, you hear the stomping of hooves and the low rumble of swearing from ahead.
Expecting a farmer and their stubborn bull, you think nothing of the sound, but turning a bend you’re

startled by the being before you.

Nearly 8’ tall, the muscular man would be a sight to behold even if he didn’t have the head of a bull, with
proud horns protruding from the side of his head. He is wearing a leather greatcoat, and an apron of what

appears to be some sort of lizardhide. He is carrying a collection of chests, sacks, satchels, bags and pouches,
the containers draped over his body like the fruits on an overladen tree in harvest time.

“Oh, hello there. M’names Chester. Need some alchemy?”, he intones in a reverberating bass voice.”

Chester is a minotaur alchemist. Or rather, an alchemist’s mind in the body of a minotaur. Or
maybe an alchemist who turned himself into a minotaur. Even Chester himself is not clear on the
very details. If inquired about his past too stubbornly Chester will take his wares and continue on
his way.

If treated civilly, the minotaur will sell potions and alchemical supplies to the characters. He has
d3 pieces of all simple potions and a single bottle each of the complex potions. He’s also willing to
sell d3 pieces of ingredients for any of the potions. He also has a few items of his own invention for
sale, see descriptions below (Judges should feel free to add items of their own design to this list).

Item Price Description

Simple Potions Spell check result x 10 gp
Results 16-21 from Make Potion (pg. 223
in  the  DCC  rulebook),  d3  of  each
available.

Complex Potions Spell check result x 100 gp
Results 22-36 from Make Potion (pg. 223
in  the  DCC  rulebook),  one  of  each
available.

Potion Ingredients (Potion price / 2) gp Refer to Make Potion (pg. 223 in the DCC
rulebook, 2d3 pieces of each available.

Greek Fire 5 gp Burst-fire napalm, 2d3 pieces available,
see below.

Maze’s Eyes 500 gp A chewy potion for  navigating  mazes,
1d3 pieces available, see below.

Magnificent Moon Rocks™ 400 gp /bag Magical gobstopper candy,  10 pcs in a
bag, see below.

Table 4: Chester’s Wares

Greek Fire: Contraptions consisting of wo glass tubes, one inside the other, measuring roughly 3”
in diameter and 8” in length. The outermost container has a yellowish oil inside it, whilst the inner
partition contains a dark, wine-like liquid. 
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When the cork is pulled off,  the inner container sinks into the oil,  and the alchemical reaction
causes fire to burst out in a 10’ arc, causing d8 damage plus fire to the target (DC 10 Ref save or d6
additional damage each round, for d3+1 rounds). The concoction burns for 2d3 rounds. NOTE that
the containers are very fragile, and should be handled with care: if jostled, Judge’s should call for
Ref saves to avoid inadvertent combustion.

The Maze’s Eyes:  A small mason jar, corked inexpertly and filled with a briny liquid and what
appears to be limpid eyeballs. When consumed, the slightly chewy potion allows the imbiber to
view their surroundings as a mental map. (NOTE to Judges: if used, I’d just let the player have a
bit of time with the map of the current dungeon level or do a quick sketch of the locale, but the
overall effect is left to your discretion).

Chester’s Magnificent Moon Rocks™:  A bag of large sugary sucker candy. Chester explains that
these are all  experimental,  but shouldn’t be harmful.  When eaten, the candies somehow lodge
themselves in the users mouth, until they’re gone (causing some trouble with speech). There are 10
candies in a bag, with multiple flavors (roll d6 each time a gobstopper is pulled out, before eating,
if the result has already been experienced by the group they recognize the comestible before eating
the candy. Refer to the table below for results

D6 result: Flavour:

1
To the Moon!: The character’s physical weight is mostly nulled. For the next 6 turns,
they weigh a fraction of what they normally would, and can float in water easily.
Additionally, they resist cold damage with a +10 bonus for the duration.

2
Cinnamon Sweet: The character gains a +10 bonus to all diplomacy, seduction and
polite persuasion rolls for the next 6 turns. In addition, they resist mental effects with
a +10 bonus for the duration.

3 Blood and Iron: The character toughens visibly, gaining a +4 to their AC for 6 turns.
Additionally, they gain a +10 to Strength checks and resisting physical coercion.

4

So Sour I Could Scream: For the next 6 turns, the character can emit a sonic burst, d3
times,  deafening  nearby  targets  in  a  20’  radius  (-2  to  all  rolls,  no  save,  affects
everyone). If the ability is not used, they scream viciously at the end of the effect,
causing the effect to all around them. They also have a +10 resistance to acid effects
fort the duration.

5

Fiery Forever: For the next 6 turns, the character has the ability to breathe fire d3
times (as the effect of Greek Fire, see above). If these burps are not used, they burst
out at the end of the time, to random targets. Also, they gain +10 to all fire resistance
checks for the duration of the effect.

6

Oh So Magical: The candy allows the character to see into the extraplanar world of
magic for 6 turns (as per the result 32 on the Cleric spell Detect Magic, pg. 261 of the
DCC rulebook). Also, they gain a 10% resistance to ALL magical effects cast on them
permanently  (including  healing  and  positive  spells,  excluding  permanent  effects
from worn objects).  At the end of the effect,  they spit out a magic missile (d20+6
spell check, aiming at nearest targets).

Table B: Chester’s Magnificent Moon Rocks
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After the transactions are done or refused, Chester continues on his way, seemingly unburdened
by his heavy load. 

If Chester is attacked, use the stats for a minotaur in the DCC Rulebook bestiary (pg. 422), with the
following changes:  AC: 18;  HD: 7d8+7; Act 3d20;  SP: Greek Fire: Chester will always use at least
one of his action dice to spew Greek Fire on the nearest target (see rules above); SV: Fort +9, Ref
+9, Will +9; AL: N

If Chester is overcome in combat, when one of his chests, bags, pouches or satchels is opened or
moved, roll a Luck check for the opener. If the check is failed, the whole pile of stuff explodes,
dealing 5d6 damage to everyone around, reduced by d6 for every 5’ feet of distance from the pile.
If  the  check is  successful,  there  is  a  serious  loud popping noises  as  a  chain of  volatile  safety
measures bursts the seals on all of Chester’s potions, ruining his inventory but not causing further
damage.

                                                                    

10. “The Wizard Wagon”1

“You begin to hear excited sounds and pounding feet from somewhere beyond your range of vision.
Indiscernible words, screaming tunes, rolling wheels, and the pounding of many feet to count drift on the
wind. As you peer to the front and behind you, your panic rises to a shock when a weird carriage bursts

through the underbrush to your left, perpendicular to everything.

Seemingly growing as it skids to a halt before your party, the carriage stops.

Pulled by a scorpion of horse-like proportions, the roofed wagon itself is a sight to behold, painted with the
colors of a rainbow you’ve only seen in your dreams. The visage is driven by what looks like a young wizard,

complete with a colorful, star-spangled robe, a pointy hat and goggles with mismatching lenses.

The screeching music keeps blaring from an unseen source as the rider pulls his goggles up to his forehead:
“Err, hi. Could you tell me where I am?”.”

This is the Wizard Wagon: a semi-sentient apparatus traveling through space and time, pulled by a
scorpion called Eugene, and “driven” by Harmand Starchild, Wizard of the 2/3rd Order of the
Skipping Stone, Beholder of Multitudinous Screens, Handler of Insects of Some Import, and Grand
Slacker of the Order of Bob (Judges are encouraged to read the title out every time Harmand
introduces himself, bluffing something different each time).

If asked about his past Harmand tries to avoid the inquiry. If pushed, he eventually escapes off
into the insides of the Wizard Wagon, from where weeping and short fearful exclamations (“Oh,
so many spiders, too many spiders... AND THE SNAKES! WHY ARE THERE SNAKES!”) can be
heard. Eugene eventually composes himself, gives a non-committal nod to the characters and the
caravan rides off towards the stars.

1 NOTE: When this result is rolled, I urge Judges to play the song “Wizard Wagon” by Glitter Wizard as the background.
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If asked about his future, Harmand drifts of to memories of past-future custard and jello-cubes.
Apparently he just wants to get back to the student diner at the university from whence he came.

If asked about anything else, Harmand is glad to sell the characters a variety of magic items. When
bargaining Harmand insists of speaking of dollars, but will accept a gold piece as a “close enough”
evaluation:

“Try the bugs. I guess they’re magical, like, RUNIC.”                1 pc of each/ price depends

Harmand has a number of bugs (beetles, crickets, cockroaches) on the carriage, with
runes on their backs (one copy of each effect in the Runic Alphabet spells in the DCC
Rulebook, pgs. 154 and 227; price = level of spell x 1000 gp + check result x 100 gp).
All runes are permanent, but have a 7% chance of escaping each week that passes,
because they’re bugs (can be mitigated by keeping the animals well).

“Oh, wanna buy this hat? I think it’s pretty magical.”                  1 pc/ 5000 gp

The  floppy  but  pointy  hat  is  inscribed  with  a  number  of  runes  and  star
constellations. The wearer can cast a few spells as if they were a Wizard of a similar
level (Cantrip, Read Magic  and  Comprehend Languages,  pgs. 130, 136 and 152 of the
DCC Rulebook), but for non-Wizards count every failed result as a 1.

“Um, this? I’m trying to get rid of it. It’s a Broken Promise.”   1 pc/ 1000 gp (or hopes & fears)

Hanging on the wizards neck is  what appears to be a mummified pinky finger.
Looking  at  him,  you  notice  his  right  pinky  is  missing.  The  amulet  contains  a
powerful spell: the wearer will push forward in whatever they are doing (+4 to Will
saves), but will always feel like they have no home or hearth, yearning for more
travel and time on the road (Judge’s discretion, but the pull should be very strong).
If the optional price is payed, the curse shifts fully, granting additional bonuses (+1
to Ref and Fort), but also forces the owner into a nihilistic state, rushing towards
their  end  (Judge’s  discretion,  I’d  go  for  a  Will  save  in  all  suitable,  stressful
situations). If asked, Harmand will easily reveal that it’s not his finger, and that he
“Fell in love once.”.

                                                               

15. “Faerie Lights”

“The night draws on as you travel, and you’re forced to settle down to camp near a thicket.

As you set up camp, [snow starts to fall OR there is a sudden thaw OR whatever unseasonal weather
fits] around the thicket and your campsite. An eerie mist rises, and only the stars are clear above.”
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Now,  this  assumes  that  the  party  sets  a  watch.  If  they  don’t,  just  skip  below.  The  following
happens around midnight.

“Suddenly, the thicket is full of lights, dancing among the trees in a mad chase. No sound is heard, but the
glade is full of activity.”

The thicket is a faerie glade. Irrespective of the current terrain, it consists of low trees fitting the
area geographically.  If  the thicket is  investigated  beforehand, there is  nothing of consequence
there. If someone enters the thicket during the night, they dance with the faeries and suffer the
effect below.

During the night, all characters in the camp should roll a Will save (DC 13). If no one has entered
the  thicket,  only  the  character  failing  the  worst  suffers  the  effect  below.  Others  simply  have
nightmares of a light chasing them through a darkened grove of trees.

Voluntary investigators or the character who failed badly are found in the middle of the thicket the
following morning, unconscious in a circle of mushrooms not previously there. They are exhausted
but otherwise unharmed. However, they did spend their night with the Fey. 

At a suitable moment (Judge’s choice!), their indiscretion will come to haunt them in the form of a 
changeling child. For that, anything goes, but here’s an example faun:

The Kid:  A satyr, with the legs of a goat, the body of a boy, and small horns on his head, the
excited youth appears out of  nowhere.  The Kid always  appears  at  an (in)opportune moment:
“Hey! You must be my [parent]! My [Fey parent] told me how you look! I LOVE YOU!”

When asked how they got here tells the character: “Oh, I just turned left at the tree, and then right at
the signpost, and then I got here! Just like [Fey parent] told me to!” If kept around the Kid needs little
maintenance, but will interrupt the character (and others) in (in)opportune moments. The kid will
also give the character +10 on any checks involving the Fey, and the Elven ability to find secret
doors.

If attacked by a character, the Kid will flee and return later (Judge’s timing) and leave the attacker
with a curse from the King of Elfland; they keep finding snakes in their bedrolls (DC 8 check to
notice, or asp poison as per pg. 446 of the DCC rulebook), lots of pebbles in their bags (sudden
increased encumbrance with bad timing), or a sudden inclination to giggle as if tickled (DC 10 Fort
save, at a moment when laughing is inconvenient), and so on, until the child is welcomed back OR
the curse is otherwise resolved. Enemies will not touch the Kid, unless it’ll lead to a cool narrative
(Judge’s discretion).

If treated well, the Kid will eventually  grow up to an adult satyr (see racial rules for satyrs on
KitN,  in  the  relevant  article),  and join  the  player’s  repertoire  as  a  playable  character  (Judge’s
discretion).
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20. “The Knight and the Wyvern”

“As you peer ahead, you see large winged shapes high above the terrain ahead of you, circling and swooping
in the clouds. Suddenly, one of them pulls up sharply and there’s a glimmer of silver as something falls from

a great height.

You hear a scream on the wind.

Suddenly, you must focus on the immediate rather than the vision in the sky, as a heavily armored horse
runs towards you on the path, snorting and wide-eyed.”

The horse is Maja, the warhorse of Ser Tomasz the Lucky, who just got dropped from a height of
400’ by the local wyverns. The horse is panicked, and running towards the party at full speed,
requiring a Ref save to avoid (DC 10). Anyone on the road can roll a check to pacify it (DC 16, use
suitable bonus, occupation, or skill). Anyone who fails to avoid the animal, or fails to pacify it,
takes d8 damage as the horse rides over them.

If  pacified,  the  horse  turns  out  to  be  a  trained  warhorse,  marked  with  the  brand  of  house
Gdaniskoi, a nearby noble family. She carries a saddle, Ser Tomasz’ camping gear, and is equipped
with barding. If not calmed, the horse continues fleeing.

The group easily deduces that the knight was trying to combat the local wyverns, who picked him
off the saddle and dropped him. Based on what they saw, the body would be easy to find, but
would mean risking the wyverns.

If the characters go and search for the body, there’s a 2 in 8 chance the wyverns are still circling the
region. There are 1d3 wyverns (see notes on stats below). They will attack the party, focused on
making them flee from their hunting grounds rather than killing the group (if one of them is killed,
the rest fly away).

The body is that of a slightly overweight blond man of roughly 30 years. The party can loot the
following things off the body: full plate armor (with the insignia of the Gdaniskoi family inscribed
all over), a lance, a shield, a longsword and an ornate masterwork dagger with the word ‘MATKA’
inscribed on the hilt).

1d3 Wyverns:  Use the stats for barbed-tail manticores  (pg. 421 of the DCC rulebook), with the
following changes: ATK: only claws and barbed tail; HD; 3d10+6; ACT: 2d20.
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